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Yasmin worked at our cheder from the age of 13. She started as an unpaid volunteer
and rose to become the senior teacher; teaching all of the age ranges, supporting

younger and new members of staff and assisting Josh with some of his duties. Starting
as a shy individual, Yasmin became a confident teacher and made a huge difference to
the community as a whole, helping to make the cheder a fun and vibrant place to be.
Yasmin has had a huge influence on the lives of many at the cheder and when she left

in September to go to university in Nottingham, a large hole was left at Woodford
Liberal Synagogue, one that we have not even attempted to fill. The entire cheder
miss Yasmin and look forward to her visits back to see us. She thoroughly deserves

to be the first Winner of Woodford Liberal Synagogue’s Jack Petchey Award.

We, Woodford Liberal Synagogue, have

created a new membership category, called

Young Adult.

Members may not be aware that from the day

their children reach their 21st birthday, they

are no longer members of Woodford Liberal

Synagogue and the Synagogue Burial and

Cremation Scheme.

We are very keen for our children (even though

now adults!) to remain an active part of our

community. Many have been B’nei Mitzvot and

have also been involved with Cheder and

other community and Liberal Judaism

projects. Many also come from stalwarts of

our community; loyal, supportive and

committed Woodford Liberal Synagogue

families.

The cost of the Young Adult membership is

£150.00 per annum. This can be paid on a

monthly basis by standing order if preferred. 

Young Adult membership includes full

membership of Woodford Liberal Synagogue

and full membership of Woodford Liberal

Synagogue’s Burial and Cremation Scheme. 

The membership also includes tickets to the 

High Holy Day Services. Bimah may be

accessed on-line.

Young Adult membership is for single adults

between the age of 21 and 30, who are

children of existing members of Woodford

Liberal Synagogue and who do not have their

own established household. The young adult

may be living in student accommodation,

shared rented household, or at home with 

their parents.  

If you are interested in your children being 

able to join the new Young Adult membership

category please contact Merle Muswell on 

07961 336543 or apply to Donna at the

Synagogue office for an application form.

Young Adult – our new membership category

Merle Muswell
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Yachdav

We are delighted to introduce the new Yachdav group at WLS. The group meet on Saturday

mornings to work with Josh and are currently working on a film project to present the history of 

the synagogue as well as exploring their own family history and the history of the Jews in the East

End. This group promises to be a wonderful gang and we look forward to their film premiere.

Hi, my name is
Rosamund and I
am 12 years old; I
go to King Solomon
High School. I have
been coming to
Woodford Liberal
Synagogue since I
was 2 years old and
now 10 years on I
am still here and
loving it! Yachdav is
very important to
me because it’s
part of my Jewish
life and I get to see
all my friends. 

Yachdav means a
lot to me, as it
shows that I am
growing up and
that I am still a part
of the community at
a place that means
so much to me.
And I hope I can
continue 
to be... 

Hi, I’m Leah. I am
fourteen and I have
just started
Yachdav! I wanted
to start Yachdav
because I am
interested in Jewish
history, my roots
and the roots of
Woodford Liberal
Synagogue.
Woodford means a
lot to me as I have
been going to
Cheder since I was
four and I feel it has
been a big part of
my childhood. 

I have seen
Woodford grow into
what it is today and
I am proud to be a
part of it.  

I’m interested in my
family tree and
Jewish history and
I’m looking forward
to the project we
are starting about
the history of WLS.
When I’m not doing
my homework, my
interests are playing
football and table-
tennis.

What does WLS
mean to me? It‘s a
place where I have
grown up and
learnt my Jewish
studies despite the
fact that the
headteacher has
stolen my name.
But I’m the real
ginger Josh.

Hi. My name is
Freya and I am
fourteen years old. 
I am quite new to
Cheder.  I am from
a very big family
and now I feel as
though I’ve gained
a new one.  

Everyone here is 
so welcoming and 
I can’t wait to find
out more about 
the roots of WLS 
in Yachdav. I am
very excited to 
also explore my
own family roots. 

The Yachdav group are currently producing a film on the history of WLS

and want to capture every part of our wonderful 52 year history. We need

your help to retell the story. If you have photographs, newspaper articles,

film footage, or an interesting story to tell and would like to share it with

the group, please contact Josh at headteacher@woodfordliberal.org.uk 

or phone him at the synagogue. We are looking to interview founding

members and members who were part of the synagogue when it 

first began, so please do share your memories with us.
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I only got to know Claire Goldsmith a little in the last few
years of her life, and so I am grateful to Simon Benscher
and Anne Peterson for giving me a fuller picture of the
person whose long and full life we pay tribute to. 
Clara Solomon was the first child of Samuel and
Elizabeth Solomon , who at that time were living in
Highbury.  Clara had two sisters and a brother. Some
time later, the family name was changed to Stepham.

Claire did not meet Alf, her husband, until she was sixty,
yet she and Alf had nearly  twenty-five years of married
life together. Unsure whether they would make the
twenty-fifth year, they decided,  to celebrate their silver
wedding at twenty-four years  by going on a cruise.

It was around the time of their marriage that Alf and
Claire joined and very quickly became mainstays of the
congregation at Woodford. I think Claire found she could
influence a small part of the world for good, and so she
did. Claire and Alf, first in Hermitage Court and then in
Shernwood House enjoyed cooking together and
regularly entertained Rabbi Neil Kraft and congregants,
earning a reputation for the calibre of their culinary skills.
They also facilitated the newly married Simon and Lois
Benscher’s acquisition of a flat in Shernwood House. In
their quiet moments, Alf and Claire enjoyed listening to
opera and she practised her skills at crochet, producing
lovely shawls for many babies.

Alf went on to Chair the Council, while Claire – no
surprise here – served as Minute Secretary for a number
of years. She also became a leader of the Women’s
Guild, part of a group of strong women including Gina

Gerlis, Elli Penn, Betty Benscher and Anne Peterson.
Their most major task in the year was preparing a
Communal Seder for 120 people.

After Alf died, a rota of Woodford volunteers ensured
Claire was able to attend services on Friday and/or
Saturday, and a number of people have spoken warmly
of the joy of spending time in the car with Claire. 
Latterly, Anne Peterson drove Claire over to a variety of
supported living settings until she finally selected Peggy
Lang House, established by congregants at the Liberal
Jewish Synagogue. Now away from Woodford, here
visits to the synagogue inevitably became fewer, but she
developed new friendships at Peggy Lang House and
then in her final home at Sundridge Court, where she
became a much loved resident, reflected by the fellow
residents, staff and committee members who are here
with us this morning.

At her funeral service I read a passage from the book of
Proverbs known as Eshet Chayil – often translated as 
‘A Woman of Valour’. I would hope that while we should
remember Claire for her longevity, we will also remember
and be inspired by the quality of her contribution to life.
For Claire was steadfast, strong – despite her slight
stature, reliable, thoughtful, caring, hospitable, supportive
– especially of Alf, and loving. Perhaps it is these
qualities that enabled her to live so well and, thus, so
long. Perhaps, too, it is from these qualities that we can
all derive inspiration and make her memory a blessing.

Rabbi Richard Jacobi

Claire Goldsmith, Vice President 5th February 1911 - 28th November 2012

ONE WOMAN’S STRUGGLE TO SUSTAIN
HUMANITY IN THE FACE OF THE NAZI’S
UNSPEAKABLE BRUTALITY
A One-Woman Play Based on the Remarkable 
Letters and Diaries of Etty Hillesum
performed by Susan Stein and directed by Austin Pendleton

Wednesday 9th January 2013 
at Woodford Liberal Synagogue, 8.00pm
Tickets: £10 (adults); £6 (students and under 16s)
(not recommended for those under 11 years of age)

To book your tickets, please phone Donna on 020 8989 7619 
or email info@woodfordliberal.org.uk

Etty, a bright young Jewish woman in Amsterdam, documented her insights while facing the Nazi occupation and
brutality in diaries she kept between 1941 and 1943. The play explores her dire ethical dilemmas and struggle to
maintain her faith in humanity on the eve of deportation to Auschwitz. Praised for its unflinching honesty,
complexity, and focus on human rights, Etty was nominated by Amnesty International for their Freedom of
Expression Award.

Moving beyond its historical context Etty ultimately addresses issues of human nature and its complexity with
regards to issues of human rights and genocide. She asks us to consider our own responsibility today, in a world
where the promise of 'ever again' has not yet been realized.

Etty has been performed at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, the Anne Frank Center, USA, the Etty Hillesum Center,
in the Netherlands, and in other theaters and educational centers around the world. For more information on the
play, visit www.ettyplay.org
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Hail a Phantom Hero!

Many of us will have heard of the German fervour
for thoroughness. My father was no exception to
the practice of this ‘virtue’. Aided by official and
personal documents and photographs, he could
trace our ancestors back to almost the year dot.
Sadly, apart from just a few papers which
accompanied me to London, nothing remains. For
in 1940 my father’s book on his life as a frontline
soldier in WWI  was confiscated, as was his
military award, together with the entirety of our
possessions. That, of course, is not a unique  story
in our community’s  annals.

During the last few years I‘ve  occupied myself in
some painstaking research for my  book,  yet to be
published, as I need to fill in some gaps in the
story of my family. Perhaps the jigsaw may never
be completed, albeit I’ve contacted numerous
foreign national archives, city councils,
organisations and other agencies. In addition 
I approached private individuals in Germany,
Holland, France and the USA, in all of which places
we had family. One of my young grandsons lately
helped me to determine  the dates of arrest and
final destination of my mother’s several brothers,
sisters, spouses and their children, recorded in the
many volumes of name lists at the Wiener Library.
The pleasant voluntary staff  go to great lengths to
find appropriate literature for one’s research. It is
sad that the former existence of one’s families has
been reduced to mere entries on paper. However,
very little has come  to light beyond the
information already available to me. 

The Nazi apparatus had kept book on every
person, diligently recording the political outlook of
its  opponents and perceived so-called enemies,
their whereabouts, business, work, financial status,
education, hobbies, medical history and religion,
etc, etc, about which I have written at length
elsewhere. In fact, the system adopted might bear
resemblance to X-raying or internally scanning
people’s minds, their very corporal being and every
aspect of the human condition. This legendary
thoroughness, zeal and meticulous documenting
enabled the regime to identify and destroy six
million Jews plus other ‘undesirables’ with
industrial efficiency.  

Notwithstanding, their dedicated work could have
assisted me in  my current  studies. It is therefore
ironic that the majority of the vast comprehensive
archives have been destroyed during Allied air
strikes in the last stages of WWII. The greatest
destruction was visited on the HQ of the massive
main Berlin Archive, most of whose detailed
records of everything were reduced to ashes and
cinder. The Reich’s great record-keeping
instrument, that had clandestinely plundered and

stored information and intelligence on everything
for so long, was gone in one fell swoop. By its
destruction the Allies had demonstrated their own
expertise,  though this would turn out to be to the
detriment of historians and questing survivors. The
teacher and author Volker Keller has immortalised
many of  the names of my former city’s lost
community, including those of my parents and
relatives. He, a gentile, ashamed of what his
country has done - as he told me -  has published
a number of books and newspaper articles on the
community’s history.  Another German teacher
friend is similarly involved in this important task.
It is very fortunate that these good people happen
to be pedagogues, able to instil moral values and
good citizenship in their pupils.  Regrettably the
information  I’m  seeking is not available to either
of them.

On the Internet I found details of one of my step-
grandmother’s  cousins, a 1922 German medical
and science Nobel laureate, who managed to go to
the USA, and with whose relatives I stayed  in
Israel in 1951, the year he died in the USA. I also
discovered some unknown distant relatives in
America, followed by a subsequent brief exchange
of letters and e-mails. As to deeper ‘digging’ 
I contacted the French National Archive for
information on my German-French great-
grandfather, a university professor in Paris. For
some now obscure reason I only possess his
original marriage certificate. From the documents
sent me by the archive I’m attempting to sift and
decipher seventy-one  A4 pages of, for the most
part, barely legible manuscripts in  spidery faded
writing, made  worse by photocopying. At the best
of times French handwriting is not the easiest to
read. Unfortunately there were no typewriters until
1873, though France did manage a revolution in
1848 !  when my forbear was teaching. However, 
I fear the news might not be entirely good, since
he fled from one persecution to another: Vive la
Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité !  But I must read on, as
it appears he eventually won through. 

I’ve been fascinated by the BBC series ‘Do You
Know Who You Are’. The people involved, as
celebrities, do enjoy the advantage of help and
support from whatever source necessary to follow
the often winding trail in their searches. For a
nobody it is more onerous. Not only that, but due
to the aerial bombardments, I am not able to
obtain tangible evidence of my father’s bravery and
his award of the Iron Cross. The hard cover of his
book displayed an image of it. All that remains is a
sepia photograph,  on which is visible – barely –
the medal ribbon on the lapel of his jacket, worn
for some official function. I’ve lost count of all the
authorities I’ve approached, including the Centrum

(continued top of next page)
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Jodie’s Israel tour – a trip of a lifetime

Judaicum in Berlin, presumed to be the
conservatory of records of Jewish frontline soldiers
who were members of the association. Their
premises were also bombed. It is sad that both my
father’s name and his physical existence have
ended in ashes, even after his having suffered and
endured two years each in German and French
concentration camps. My grandfather’s civic award
has likewise been consumed by flames. My

interest in this matter was rekindled by yet another
series on Channel Five TV, ’War Hero In My
Family’. How fortunate these people are having the
privilege of  paying homage to their loved ones. It
is ironic and tragic  that he who had saved lives,
was so brutally robbed of his.  Somehow  I’m
determined  to see justice done for my father.

Alice Alexander

On the 8th of July 2012, I
embarked on a month long trip
to Israel for the adventure of a
lifetime. The tour was run by
LJY, and our group consisted of
31 teenagers and 5 leaders,
making our tour the smallest.
Having not known anyone, I was
fairly scared at first but
the welcoming attitude
of everyone put me at
ease and I soon settled
into the group. 

Tour was a great way to
experience the culture
in Israel for the first
time. We started in the
North and slowly
worked our way down
to the South, exploring
the land from top to
toe. Each day was
packed with activities to
make the most of the
day, which was fun yet
exhausting! Luckily
Shabbat was a time to
rest, relax and visit the
beach, in order to
prepare for the action
packed week ahead.

In the North we
completed a water hike,
kayaked down the
Jordan River and met Arab
teenagers of our own age. A
highlight was volunteering at a
summer school for Jewish and
Arab children, which encouraged
the children to mix in the hope
that the current conflict won’t
continue into the next
generation. We played games
with the children and helped
them to make signs thanking the
sponsors of the school.

Next we moved on to the West,
where we toured the old city of
Jaffa and modern Tel Aviv. We
visited the Cholon children’s
museum, where we had an eye
opening experience of what it
would be like to be deaf,
something which touched us all.

We also attended Mega-event, a
big concert where all the tours
meet up. Although our tour was
the smallest, we were definitely
the loudest! 

Then came the East where we
visited Jerusalem and the
Western wall. This was an
interesting experience, although
some of us felt uncomfortable
about the small amount of wall
the women could visit compared

to the men, which didn’t support
gender equality or fit in with our
liberal values. We also made a
trip to Yad Vashem, a Holocaust
museum, which was interesting
as well as upsetting.

Finally we travelled to the South
and the desert, which
was my personal
favourite. Here we had a
float in the Dead Sea,
snorkelled in the red sea,
had a camel ride and
watched the sunrise from
the top of Massada. We
also had a chance to
spend Shabbat on
Kibbutz Lotan, an
ecological Kibbutz which
focuses on sustainable
development and
building from recycled
materials. Lots of us
decided that we would
like to come back and
visit Lotan again in the
future.  Another highlight
of the desert was the
Bedouin tent experience
and sleeping in the
desert under the stars,
which was truly amazing!

I have gained so much
from this experience

including new friends, memories
that I’ll never forget and a sense
of new found independence. 
I would encourage anyone
considering Tour to go as it will
be one of the best months of
your life! I would definitely like to
return one day and am planning
on staying involved with the
youth movement.

Jodie Simmonds
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Would you like to learn a new craft or
teach others about something you are
passionate about? Or maybe you would just
like to join a group of like-minded people
and sit and knit and natter, crochet and
chatter. A few of us are getting together
on SUNDAY 17th FEBRUARY at 2.00 pm
for the first of our bi-monthly meetings.

Please come and join us and lets share our
love of all kinds of crafts.We look forward
to seeing you. If you want more information
please either email me, Jenny Sclaire, on: 

JenClaire@aol.com 
or call me on 07813 309 503

Craft
afternoons

Chanuka at WLS… 

The Supper Quiz is back – and I can 
hear your excitement from here!

Saturday 16th March 
at 7.30pm

£12.50 per head (and body)

Tables of 8

Please come and join us for a great
evening's entertainment.

To book your place with Jenny, 
please call on

020 8530 5323 or email
JenClaire@aol.com

WLS SUPPER
UIZ
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From 2012 to 2013 – how will the legacy develop?

Happy New Year! 2012

contained so many

happy and exciting

memories, many of

them based on the

unique sporting year

that was founded on

the Olympics and

Paralympics of London

2012. Our family service in October captured

some of these in the display that adorns the

upstairs corridor, which you really should see

if you can.

Yet, 2012 was a year for this community that

saw the deaths of two of the synagogue’s Life

Vice-Presidents - Al Gerlis in April and Claire

Goldsmith in December. Both Al and Claire

lived good and long lives - Claire died at the

age of 101! I mention them here because of

what we, all of us, owe to them for their

commitment to the building of Woodford

Liberal Synagogue. They, among others, laid

the literal and metaphorical foundations for

the synagogue and community we now are.

They saw establishing and developing a

liberal Jewish presence in Woodford as a duty

and a joy. Their success enables us to start

2013 with a vibrant cheder with growing

numbers of smiling faces. Their contribution

enables us to have a Friendship Club,

sustained by a growing list of volunteers, that

welcomed over fifty senior citizens to the

Mitzvah Day concert given by our children.

The word that links our memories of London

2012 and our memories of Al Gerlis, Claire

Goldsmith and others like them is legacy. So,

my question as we begin 2013 is what is the

legacy that we are leaving for the next

generations of Jews in North-East London

and Essex?

Our Judaism is firmly between two extremes

that I, and, I hope, you find unpalatable. The

first extreme is a Jewish world dominated by

the voices of extreme, fundamentalist,

reactionaries. I do not want to use the term

‘orthodox’, because that word gives greater

legitimacy than is warranted to the grouping it

describes. Our Judaism is no less orthodox

than the ‘orthodox’, in that we can trace a

legitimate chain of tradition, and an

authenticity to our practice of interpreting and

updating Judaism.

The second extreme is that of fundamentalist

secularism, the sort that delegitimises any and

all religion, as presented by the likes of

Richard Dawkins. Good religion brings good

to the world, just as good secularism can. 

I happen to value my religious heritage and

wish to continue it through further generations

- I believe you do too!

Because of this belief, I feel I have a duty to

ensure Woodford Liberal Synagogue goes

from strength to strength. We, as a

community, will do more to help families pass

on the heritage to the next generation, and to

contribute our religion’s wisdom to the public

space. To do this, we need a synagogue that

provides a centre and a focus for our mission.

So, my mitzvah is to offer you the opportunity

to do your mitzvah, which is to contribute to

the renovation of the synagogue now and in

the future. Your gift in 2013 will make a

difference; your promise of a legacy at that

point in the future when you die, will also

make a difference. Every action that shows

you believe in our future makes a massive

difference.

My aim is to visit every member in the 

coming year or so and talk with you about 

the opportunities to contribute to our future. 

I know that the economic situation is grim, 

but I believe you will do what you can, and

some of you will commit that little bit more 

to ensure many more happy new years for

Woodford Liberal Synagogue’s members and

surrounding community.

Rabbi Richard Jacobi
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I was hoping to write a

column celebrating some

of the recent successes

at WLS.  However, as the

deadline for submitting

this article approached

events in Israel and Gaza

took a turn for the worse.

Whatever our successes,

WLS will always be part of three larger

communities – the local Woodford community,

the wider Jewish community with deep rooted

links to Israel, and the community that is

collectively known as Humanity.  

By the time you read this article we will have

celebrated Chanukah (which is featured on

another page in this edition) and it will be a New

Year.  Let us hope that it is a New Year when the

situation in Israel and Gaza will have settled

down again, maybe even that lessons will have

been learnt and those voices (many of them very

active on social media sites like Twitter) calling

for peaceful dialogue are those who are heard

the loudest.

In the meantime, we continue to live our lives as

normally as is possible and that includes

celebrating our successes and joyful occasions;

which WLS has lots to celebrate. The big news,

covered in more detail elsewhere in this issue of

Bimah, is the excellent trip some of us shared to

Prague.  It was my first visit to Prague and it

seemed to me that everyone who has been

there was full of praise for the city.  To some

extent, such was the high opinion and surety of

others that I will really enjoy the visit, I begun to

worry that Prague would disappoint.  Of course,

it did not and I think it is fair to say that

everyone of the twenty-one of us enjoyed not

only the city of Prague, the warmth of its people,

the architecture and history of the city, but also

each other company.  Now where are going

next…

However, before we all fly away on that next

WLS trip, lets celebrate some other communal

successes at WLS.  Within the local Woodford

community, we hosted three visits to our

synagogue by two local schools and a scout

troop.  WLS took part in Mitzvah Day 2012 - in

case you do not know, Mitzvah Day is a Jewish

initiative that originated here in the UK, which is

now starting to spread round the world and is

also being taken up by other faiths!

At WLS our wonderfully talented Cheder kids

(aged 4 to 17) entertained members of the WLS

Friendship Club.  Such is the popularity of this

bi-annual concert that the building was literally

packed out, and the kids did themselves and the

community proud.  We also collected non-

perishable food items to be taken to the

homeless shelter in Ilford.

We also hosted a talk by human rights

campaigner Peter Tatchell (pictured below).

Given recent events relating to human rights –

in the Middle East, during the American

presidential election, and here in the UK – it was

an opportune time to stop and think about rights

that are often taken for granted.  Peter told an

amusing story of his attempt to make a citizen’s

arrest on Robert Mugabe – while Mugabe was

on his way to Harrods to do his Christmas

shopping.  The talk touched on various aspects

of Human Rights – from LGBT issues, women's

rights, the nature of international law, asylum

seekers, and the discrimination against straight

couples who are denied the right to have civil

partnerships.  There was also a lively question

and answer session, followed, in customary

fashion, by further discussions over tea and

cake.

Woodford has been busy – locally,

internationally, in the wider Jewish community,

and with the concerns of Humanity; long may

we continue to do so.

I wish you you all a happy and peaceful 

New Year –

Bob Kamall

Chairman’s new year message

There are more photos from Prague on Facebook at:

http://tinyurl.com/d8b988k. The local Guardian report 

on Mitzvah Day is at: http://tinyurl.com/cue7bjg and 

it is mis-reported in the Ilford Recorder at

http://tinyurl.com/d86poje
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Writing to tell you how much we enjoyed our trip to

Prague the company was good, the hotel was

comfortable, the trips were interesting and

informative.

Our guide took us through our tours with a lot of

feeling as she had lived through the communist

regime and also found out when she was twelve

that she was Jewish herself.

The visit to the pinkus synagogue and the old and

new synagogue was a very humbling experience

seeing the names of the holocaust victims written

on the walls, and then going outside to the

cemetery to see the graves which we were told

were filled five bodies per grave through lack of

space for burial grounds in the city

The castle and government buildings with views to

die for were beautiful and the walk down to

Charles bridge and

the astronomical

clock was fabulous.

Could have spent

longer in Prague it

is such a

fascinating city

loved every minute

of our time there.

Len & Bev Jacobs

Prague a city of

contrasts –

The magnificent old buildings, cobbled streets,

river and its bridges.  Plain grey establishment

buildings - covered in graffiti which probably

symbolises the freedom of speech previously

denied to the Czech people.

The oppression of citizens by the Nazi and

Communist regimes.  Meeting friendly courteous

people particularly the warm welcome on Friday

evening at Beit Simcha although our group

appeared to outnumber their congregation.

The old plain synagogues against the the newer

Spanish style decorative ones - each having its

own distinctive auras.  An old jewish cemetary part

of which is now covered by by a modern

communications tower with sculptures of babies

crawling up it.

The solemn history of Jewish people being forced

to out of the country and hearing about today’s

diminishing community - despite the many

rediscovering their Jewish roots.  

The light hearted moments shared by the group -

for example the Lee’s frog brooch being likened to

the survivor of the two frogs in the milk vat - a tale

of perseverance as told by Richard during the

Saturday morning service); Di’s on-board

entertainment reading out crossword clues for all

of us nearby to answer during the long wait for the

plane to be de-iced before departure.

Many thanks to Tina and David for their hard work

in organising this wonderful trip and to everyone

who was involved in the organisation, although

their rewards were only a notebook for Tina (to

start planning another journey) and a wooden

spoon for David (to stir things up).

Margaret (Bob Kamall’s mum)

Prague is a city I’d always meant to visit and, when

I spotted that there

was to be a trip

being arranged by

members of WLPS,

I was quick to ask

if Bob and I, as

former members,

could join the

group.

The trip was a

great opportunity

to meet up with old

friends and get to

know Richard and

Lynn, as well as

other members of WLS and their guests.

Prague is a wonderful city; everybody we know

who has visited had already told us that we would

love it, and they weren’t wrong.  Richard, Jenny,

Tina and David did a brilliant job of organising

everything and we joined the visit they’d arranged

to Terezin as well as the walking tour of Jewish

Prague.  

The tour of Terezin was a real experience.

Fascinating, horrifying, moving and interesting, it

wasn’t at all what we had expected.  A medieval

garrison that had been taken over by the Nazis,

Terezin was used as a concentration camp (not an

extermination camp) with the majority of inmates

being sent from there to Auschwitz and other

extermination camps.  Aside from the obvious

horrors of conditions in which so many Jews were

accommodated, where disease spread rapidly,

particularly amongst the elderly, it was disturbing

to learn of how the camp was visited by the

members of the Red Cross.  Representatives of the

The WLS group

The WLS Prague trip… a resounding success!
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organisation were taken in by the

‘show’ put on for the visit and

deduced that life for the Jews there

was acceptable.  

During the walking tour of Jewish

Prague we visited some wonderful

buildings that form the Jewish

Museum.  

We were privileged to have been

invited to join the community of

Bejt Simcha for Kabbalat

Shabbat.  We were made

extremely welcome by the young,

enthusiastic group and were

treated to a lovely selection of

food after the service.  It was an

interesting service, somewhat

surprising in its format for a

Liberal group, being led, and

attended by, a number of who

appeared to be very much

towards the right of the Liberal

spectrum; much of it was

reminiscent of the orthodox

services I attended as a child.

We felt compelled to ask the

question as to why many of the

beautiful, preserved synagogue

buildings of Prague are used as

museums whilst this thriving

community has to hold services

virtually hidden away in a

basement.

Bob and I thoroughly enjoyed

the trip and we’d certainly be

keen to join any other similar

tour that might be arranged in

the future.

Trudy and Bob Gust

A group of 21 of us traveled to Prague together

late in October 2012 and I’m sure all who went on

the trip will agree it was a wonderful experience.

The idea started with the study buddy group who

put on a presentation to those interested in the trip

and then moved over to a Shul event, arranged

and organised by myself, David, Jenny Sclaire and

Richard.

I know others from the trip will have sent in their

own thoughts and memories of this

amazing city, but I wanted to add

what it meant to David and me. We

had never been away on a group tour

before and were a little apprehensive,

especially as it was a large group who

didn’t all know each other.

However, from the moment we all

met up, there was a warm and

friendly atmosphere and

everyone joined in. 

On the first full day, we split into

2 tours, one to Terezin and the

other a tour of Prague through

Jewish eyes. Both were full of

history of Prague as well as the

Jewish people of Prague and

both groups learnt much they

hadn’t known before. On the

second day we all joined

together for a tour of the Jewish

quarter. We saw the magnificent

Shuls, which, unfortunately for

the most part lay empty other

than for tours or classical

concerts and the famous

Jewish cemetery crammed full

of thousands of stones of

ordinary and historical figures.

We joined Bejt Simcha, a

Liberal congregation in Prague

for a Friday night service and

Richard gave a sermon which

was translated by their

administrator. They were very

welcoming and hospitable. We

could follow the service but it

was different from ours. We

chatted to members afterwards

and discovered that many of

them only found out about their Judaism later in

life. It seemed strange to us not to be introduced

to our customs etc from childhood.  

We finished our few days away with a short

morning service which Richard especially captured

the mood and reflection of Terezin and the overall

meaning of our trip.

Prague is a very beautiful city with diverse

architecture. The people are charming and kind.

David and I would love to return to spend more

Church

Autumn colours

Group outside the Palace

Blatna names
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time in some of the places we saw fleetingly and

discover even more of what we didn’t have time

to experience this time.

Having enjoyed every aspect of this trip,

including catching up with old friends

and making some new, we would

definitely want to join in on

another… but where to

next????

Tina and David Gold 

Vida,our tour guide was

lovely and well informed.She enlightened us about

the history of Czechoslovakia, the positive attitude

to Jews all along and the state of

the Jewish community at

present.

First we were driven up to the

Prague castle compound.It is

located within a wall and

consists of smaller

palaces,grand buildings St Vitus

Cathedral and a Golden Lane of

tiny picturesque houses that

were built for the garrison but

later were occupied by

artisans.Franz Kafka lived there

for a short time.The castle is still

the official residence of a current

president.Leaving the castle we

could see from the hill the whole

of Prague .A magnificent view of

buildings,spires and trees in

Autumn.

Next was the Jerusalem Synagogue.It was built at

the turn of the century when the Jews could live

anywhere in Prague. The synagogue was built in a

Moorish/Art Nouveau style. It is still

partly used for services.

Next we went to a Jewish

cemetery that was almost

completely built over with very ugly

constructions during the

Communist era.Only a few grave

stones remained on a tiny piece of

land.It broke our hearts.

Next was Charles bridge.As it was

very crowded it was difficult to

enjoy it.Vida managed to show us

the cross with Hebrew writing on

it.The story goes that the Jewish

community had to make the

inscription as a punishment.I wish

all the punishments of the Jews

were like this one.

From there we went to the Old Town Sq

where Vida enlightened us about the

buildings and the Jan Hus Monument.

We ended the tour by having lunch in

the magnificent Art Nouveau

building in the square.

Lots of love to all of you

Rina (friend of Tanya)

I recently joined members

of the Woodford Liberal

Synagogue on a trip to Prague. I was very much

a last minute participant as I am not a member of

the Synagogue but have been

friends with Jenny Sclaire for

many years and was very

interested when she told me

about her forthcoming trip, as

Prague is a place I have wanted

to visit for some time.

A few years ago I visited Poland

on a four day trip with Aish and

although my friends and I were

somewhat older than most of the

people on this trip, I still gained a

great deal from the experience.

We visited four camps,

Auschwitz, Bergen, Majdanek

and Treblinka as well as various

other places of interest in

Warsaw, Lublin and Krakow

This was a very poignant trip for

me as my Father was from Warsaw and lost all his

family during the Second World War and I wanted

to get a deeper understanding of where he had

grown up as a child and why he never wanted to

return. Most of what I saw of

Warsaw showed a sad,

unattractive city and I was deeply

moved when we visited the Jewish

Cemetery in Warsaw and saw the

unkept state of the graves. We

said prayers at the Cemetery and I

lit a Yorzheit candle.

Our group had two “bodyguards”

accompanying us and we

experienced anti-semitic

behaviour twice during our four

day trip, which was both shocking

and frightening. So as the Prague

departure date loomed, I thought

about the trip to Poland and was

expecting something similar, in

terms of the shabby hotel

Hebrew Clock

Maisel Synagogue

The Old Cemetery
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accommodation, the people and the absolute

desolation I felt on visiting the camps, even though

I had been told by friends that Prague was a

beautiful city. So I was very excited when the

opportunity presented itself to join Jenny and her

friends on this trip.

I decided not to go to Terezin as I had already

experienced the aforementioned camps in Poland

and wanted to spend as much time as possible

seeing the sights of Prague and so joined the

Golden Prague group on our first day. Tina and

David took me “under their wings” and made me

feel part of the group straight away. We had a

fantastic guide, Veda, who took us to the Castle

and St Vitus Cathedral (with its many spires), the

Palace, across the Charles Bridge, through the Old

Town Square with its famous Astronomical Clock

and decorative buildings and The Jerusalem

Synagogue.

One of the oddest buildings I have

ever seen anywhere, was a

communications tower which was

built on a Jewish cemetery. Whilst

we were at the Castle, which is on a

hill, we had a panoramic view over

the rooftops of Prague and Veda

pointed out a very strange structure,

the Communications Tower. She

explained the Communists had

flattened one of the oldest Jewish

cemeteries and put up this Tower.

When the Czech Republic became

independent, they decided that it was ugly and to

“soften” its appearance stuck large statues of

babies climbing up the Tower, which was bizarre

and gave it the appearance of something out of a

horror film! Our guide’s English was fantastic and

she made the tour very interesting with anecdotes

and snippets about local history. 

I was surprised to learn that she was 14 years old

when she discovered that her Father was Jewish

and has since been discovering her “heritage”.

I later learned (after talking with a member of the

Liberal Synagogue in Prague after the Friday night

service), that this is quite common and that Czech

people are rediscovering their past after the

collapse of the Communist regime. The following

day Veda accompanied the whole group on a

walking tour of Jewish Prague. She was very

knowledgeable and made the places we visited

spring to life!

My trip to Prague was nothing like my experiences

in Poland. The people we spoke with in Prague

were friendly and there appears to be a respect

and interest in our religion. I had trepidations

about the trip, as my husband was unable to go

and the only people I knew in the group were

Jenny and Sue, but I soon realised that this wasn’t

going to be a problem, as everyone was very

friendly and hospitable and I thoroughly enjoyed

the whole experience.

Teresa Chevin

The visit to Terezin was undoubtedly the high point

of our short visit to Prague. Prague itself has a

beautiful medieval centre, full of interesting tourist

attractions, but it is however, much what you

would expect. Terezin, on the other hand, comes

as a complete surprise. 

Before we committed to the trip (about 45 minutes

from Prague) we had a brief check on the internet

as to what we would be seeing. So we knew that it
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was a small town with a fortress and a Nazi transit

camp. We did not expect that these were all one

and the same. 

The fortress town was built in the late 1700's by

the Hapsburg dynasty to protect Prague from

invasion from the north. Within the walls are the

barracks and administrative buildings required to

support a garrison of about 6,000 soldiers. It is

these buildings that later formed the town. The

fortress never really suffered any enemy attack and

was later used as a prison. 

During World War II, the Gestapo expelled the

inhabitants and used the Terezin as a ghetto,

concentrating the Jews of not only

Czechoslovakia, but also those from Germany,

Holland and the Scandanvian countries within its

walls. At its peak, Terezin housed a population of

60,000 prisoners in the former military barracks (10

times its capacity as a garrison). 

It is estimated that 150,000 Jews passed through

Terezin. Most, about 88,000, were eventually

transported on to the extermination camps such as

Auschwitz. About 15,000 children passed though

Terezin, maybe 100 survived. 

Terezin was not an extermination camp, but the

terrible conditions resulted in 33,000 inmates dying

of hunger and sickness. These victims were

cremated and buried in the nearby cemetery which

we visited. 

A feature of Terezin was that it housed many

educated Jews, the artists, writers, scholars,

scientists and musicians, etc., from

Czechoslovakia, and Germany. There were

concerts by orchestras and jazz bands and stage

performances, all produced by the prisoners, and,

of course, attended by them. 

Many of the children wrote stories and poems

which were preserved and later published. Most

poignant were some of the children's drawings that

are on display. 

As you can imagine, during our visit we learnt of

many harrowing stories. 

Nazi Propaganda

During 1944, in order to counter rumours about the

extermination camps, the Nazis allowed a visit to

Terezin by the International Red Cross. Great effort

was made before the visit to supeficially improve

conditions. Rooms were painted and fake cafes

and shops were erected in an effort to portray a

normal life. Overcrowding was eased by deporting

many inmates to Auschwitz! 

The Red Cross representatives were easily fooled

and the visit proved such a success that the Nazis

also made a propaganda film titled 'The Fuhrer

Gives a Village to the Jews'. The film was actually

made by the residents themselves, under threat, of

course, should they not deliver what was required. 

Exerpts from the film were shown in the museum

cinema. There was one scene with the inmates

happily playing a football match watched on by an

enthusiastic crowd. The location of the match was

clearly recognizable as the courtyard of one of the

larger barracks buildings. 

Sadly, after the film was completed, many of the

cast and production staff were sent to Auschwitz. 

Draw What You See

Helga Weissova was 11 years old when she arrived

at Terezin in the winter of 1941 with her mother

and father. All three were separated with Helga

being assigned to the children's barracks. 

Helga was a natural artist and soon acquired

drawing materials. Her first drawings were really of

her old life, happy and comfortable. 

Hoping to cheer her father up, she managed to

smuggle one of her drawings, one of children

building a snowman, into the men's barracks. Her

father's response was that although the drawing

was beautiful, she should draw what she sees in 
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the ghetto. From then on, her drawings were of

everyday life in Terezin. She went on to create over

one hundred drawings of the ghetto. 

In 1944 Helga and her mother were transported to

Auschwitz but before she left many of her

drawings were hidden away by an uncle in the

barracks. Both Helga and her mother survived

Auschwitz, and a 16-day death march to

Mauthausen where in May 1945 they were

liberated by the U.S. army 

After the war, Helga returned to Prague where she

studied art and later worked as a teacher. 

Helga's drawings, retrieved from their hiding place

in Terezin were published with the title 'Draw What
You See, a Child's Drawings from Terezin'.

Butterflies don't live in here

Pavel Friedman was a young poet, assumed to be

about seventeen who lived in the Terezin ghetto.

Very little is known of him, other than that he was

deported to Auschwitz where he died in

September 1944. This poem was recovered from a

hidden collection of children's poems that was

found at the end of the war. 

The last, the very last,
So richly, brightly, dazzlingly yellow.
Perhaps if the sun's tears would sing
against a white stone ...

Such, such a yellow
Is carried lightly 'way up high.
It went away I'm sure because it wished to
kiss the world good-bye.

For seven weeks I've lived in here,
Penned up inside this ghetto.
But I have found what I love here.

The dandelions call to me
And the white chestnut branches in the court.
Only I never saw another butterfly.

That butterfly was the last one.
Butterflies don't live in here,
in the ghetto.

The Butterfly, by Pavel Friedman

The following poem was also found among the

collection. Nothing at all is known of the author,

not even his real name. 

When a new child comes
Everything seems strange to him.
What, on the ground I have to lie?
Eat black potatoes? No! Not I!
I've got to stay? It's dirty here!
The floor -- why, look, it's dirt, I fear!
And I'm supposed to sleep on it?
I'll get all dirty!

Here the sound of shouting, cries,
And oh, so many flies.
Everyone knows flies carry disease.
Oooh, something bit me! Wasn't that a bedbug?
Here in Terezin, life is hell
And when I'll go home again, I can't yet tell.

At Terezin, by 'Teddy'

Before leaving Terazin we visited the cemetery

where the 33,000 victims are buried. Richard

conducted a small service and we lit candles 

in remembrance. 

Linda & Peter Mullins
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News from the Burial & Cremation Secretary…

Woodland burials

I am pleased to report that in response to

demand from within the LJ movement, from 

1 January 2013, woodland burials will be

offered at Cheshunt (but not at Edgwarebury) to

both Members and Friends of WLS who are

part of the WLS Burial and Cremation Scheme

(the ‘Scheme’). The provision of woodland

burials at Cheshunt is over and above the

Scheme’s other options:

• Burial at Edgwarebury or Cheshunt; or

• Cremation at Hoop Lane, Golders Green 

or other crematoria by arrangement. 

The provision of woodland burials at Cheshunt

is a significant development for many of our

members who have been looking for a more

environmentally-friendly funeral than a

conventional burial or a cremation. 

For every four or five woodland burials, a new

tree will be planted.  So, over time, the final

resting place of those who choose this type of

burial will become an even more beautiful

natural environment.

Some of the logistics are still to be finalised,

such as how and where the names of those

who elect for a woodland burial will be

recorded at the cemetery.  The cost of each

burial is still to be finalised as well. It is

estimated that because of the space required

to make way for each newly-planted tree, there

will be a cost to LJ in terms of the loss of burial

plots. It is anticipated that this cost will be in

the region of £1,500 per woodland burial. LJ is

likely to pass this onto the families of the

deceased members by way of a woodland

burial surcharge.  Although, at first, this may

seem like a large expense, the overall cost of a

woodland burial may still end up being cheaper

for the family than a conventional burial,

because there are no headstones

for woodland burials. Of course,

cost is not something which

should determine your decision

one way or the other, but it is an

interesting observation all the

same.

I am writing this article a matter

of days after I attended the

woodland funeral of a friend of

mine who passed away recently. As sad as the

funeral was – my friend died in her 50s leaving

three children, two of which are only teenagers

– the setting for the funeral, with wildlife flitting

in and out of sight as the priest conducted the

service, confirmed to me that a woodland

environment was the perfect place for her

family and friends to come in due course to

share their thoughts and memories. This has

certainly confirmed to me that the provision of

woodland burials is a significant additional

option for members of WLS.

During 2013, I will arrange a short trip to

Cheshunt to view the part of the cemetery

which has been allocated to woodland burial.   

If any WLS member is interested in learning

more about this option and wishes to join me,

which may be early on a Sunday afternoon,

please email me at: jonnyhurst@hotmail.com.

Members with children in their twenties

Members are reminded that, as a Woodford

Family, their children are covered under the

Woodford Liberal Synagogue Burial and

Cremation Scheme (the ‘Scheme’) until they

reach the age of twenty-one. However, once

they reach twenty-one, children of WLS

members automatically cease to be members

of WLS and the Scheme. In order to retain their

burial and cremation rights under the Scheme,

children of members will need to join WLS in

their own right from the age of twenty-one.  

In recognition of this issue and the desire for

WLS to retain links with these young adults,

most of whom have celebrated B’nei Mitzvot 

at WLS, a special synagogue membership rate

will apply from 1 January 2013 to children of

current members who are aged between

twenty-one and thirty, provided that

they satisfy the qualification criteria,

details of which you will find in Merle

Muswell’s article on page 1 of this

edition of Bimah.  Such membership

of WLS will include membership of the

Scheme.

It is a sad fact of life that, from time 

to time, communities lose a member

from the younger generation.

Retaining membership of the
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synagogue and preserving burial and cremation

rights for our young adults gives all parties

piece of mind in the unlikely event that the

worst happens.  The alternative, if the family

requires a burial in a Jewish cemetery, 

is for the deceased to be treated as a non-

member, the cost of which is £8,000 for a 

burial at Edgewarebury, £6,000 for a burial at

Cheshunt. These figures exclude undertakers’

and rabbinic fees.

Again, it should not be financial considerations

alone which determine whether our young

adults retain links with WLS, but it is something

which they and their parents should be

proactive about.

Terms of the WLS Burial and Cremation
Scheme - 2013

You will find in this edition of Bimah a loose-

leaf copy of the 2013 Burial and Cremation

Scheme. Please familiarise yourself with the

extent of what is covered and what is not

covered by the Scheme.  Further copies are

available on request from the synagogue office.

Other burial and cremation news

For 2013, the sum of £60 per member will be

allocated by WLS’s treasurers from each

Scheme member’s annual contribution to WLS

as follows:

• £36 towards LJ’s ground fees (which is an

increase of £2.30 from 2012); and

• £24 (the same as 2012) to the Scheme’s

burial and cremation funds. 

The typical cost of a cremation is around

£3,000 plus undertakers’ and rabbinic fees. 

When you consider this sum and the cost

referred to above for a traditional Jewish 

burial at Cheshunt or Edgwarebury, being a

member of the Scheme, at an annual cost of

£60, still represents excellent value to the

Scheme’s members. 

Jonny Hurst

WLS Burial & Cremation Secretary

The Mitzva Day extravanganza –

Dear Jen,

On behalf of the 60 or so people
who attended The Mitzvah Day, 
I wish to thank everyone
concerned in making the
afternoon such a great success. 

The helpers who worked so hard
in the kitchen, preparing the
sandwiches and making the tea,
and everyone who made us feel
so welcome.

The talented children, bless
them, who entertained us and
Rabbi Richard, so friendly,
taking time to chat to us. 

We all appreciated your hard
work and commitment.

Thank you – 

Sheila Rothman

Photos:
Top left – Master of Ceremonies
Top right – Meeting the audience
Bottom – The Cast
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Sun, sea, sand… Synagogue?
Friday nights in Barbados are usually spent at the

famous Oistins Fish Fry, with a rum punch in one

hand and the catch of the day, deep fried, in the

other. But for 25 Jewish families on the sunny

Caribbean island with a population of only

275,000, Friday night is spent at the synagogue.

Not any old synagogue mind; the oldest

synagogue in the western hemisphere. Established

in 1654, the Nidhe Israel (scattered people of

Israel) Synagogue in Bridgetown served a

congregation of over 300 Jews from Recife in

Brazil, brought in to replace the Irish

workers (who couldn’t stand the

heat!) for the British land owners.

Interestingly, public worship for

Jews in Barbados came in 1654,

three years ahead of London. 

The synagogue was destroyed by a

hurricane in 1831, but was rebuilt

and served the dwindling Jewish

community until it was sold in 1929

and converted into private offices.

The Government of Barbados

bought the building in 1983 and

planned to demolish the site and

build a new Supreme Court building.

The small Jewish community, with

the support of the National Trust and 

the Caribbean

Conservation

Association, were 

able to persuade the

Government to accept

plans for a restoration

project. 

In 1986, the

renovation process

began, starting with

the remaining

foundations of the

synagogue, mainly the

marble flooring and

the pillars. The

community wished to

restore the building to

its 1929 form, but found it difficult to locate many

of the original features. The chandeliers were

housed in a museum in Boston, yet the museum

refused to allow the synagogue to claim the

chandeliers back. Instead, copies were made. The

two tablets with the Ten Commandments were

found in the Island Governor’s swimming pool and

the ceiling was reconstructed exactly as it once

appeared in archived photographs – this included

the uneven carpentry. Two original candlesticks

were found and restored to their original state, with

two identical copies made to make a set of four.

The women’s gallery had a traditional Caribbean

feel to it, with stairs leading up from the outside of

the building. 

Indeed it was a remarkable little building. We were

blown away by the intricacy, care and love that had

gone into the restoration and now the upkeep of

the synagogue. The Jews of Barbados, with the

help of the National Trust, take great pride in

keeping the soul of the synagogue

and the small community alive.

Services are conducted most

Friday’s using the American

Conservative liturgy. It used to be

orthodox, but as they rarely get a

minyan, they decided to move to a

more progressive form of worship. 

Outside the building is a large

graveyard, with many tombstones,

some dating back as far as the

1600s. And only two years ago,

when an architect was digging for

the rabbi’s house, 

he struck water – a Mikvah, which

had been unused for hundreds of

years, suddenly

seemed to appear

out of the ground.

Although it has not

been used yet, it has

been certified as

kosher and ready for

use should the need

arise.

And the local Bajan’s

are proud of this

Jewish heritage too.

We were told by a

young woman on the

‘reggae bus’ (the local

bus that blasts out

reggae music as you

hold on for dear life) that we must visit the

synagogue in Bridgetown as it is the oldest in the

West.   

So, if ever you take a trip to Barbados, make sure

you take a quick trip to the oldest synagogue in

the West – you will be most welcome...just make

sure you visit before you relax with the rum punch!

Josh & Philippa 
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It’s so easy to leave your heart in San Francisco…

It really is, as the old song goes – this unique small
city of less than one million people but still one of the
world’s greatest cities. Situated on that beautiful bay,
with the wonderful Golden Gate Bridge and the two-
deck Bay Bridge, one’s first view of the city never
fails to excite. We recently returned from a four-week
visit to our family, spending part of the time exploring
that part of California which was within easy driving
distance.

For the first time we drove north to the “gold
country,” to the Marshall Gold Discovery State Park,
where the precious metal was found, purely by
accident. John Marshall was actually looking for
suitable timber for building in the rapidly growing city
of San Francisco. The area is extremely hot and
mountainous and it must have been desperately hard
to reach. Nearby is the small town of Placerville,
which in gold rush days was called “Hangtown.”
Driving down the main street, you will see the effigy
of a man, a noose around his neck, hanging from the
upstairs window of a house. Justice in those days
was obviously summary and final.

A short drive south of Placerville is the California
state capital Sacramento, again not an enormous
city, considering it has responsibility for forty million.
The Railway Museum in the city is certainly a “must
see.” It was of course the railways westward which
led to the development of San Francisco, producing
several multi-billionaires at the same time. One,
Leland Stanford, rose from being a humble
shopkeeper to the fabulously wealthy founder of the
University of Stanford, which he built as a memorial
to his only child, Leland, who died aged fourteen.

A short drive from San Francisco will get you into the
Napa Valley, the main wine-growing area. We took
the opportunity to make a return visit to the Hagafen
Winery. This is a kosher vineyard, which produces the
excellent wines served at the White House, when
such wine is required. We ‘phoned ahead and were
given a very interesting tour and it was explained that
all stages of the production are closely monitored by
rabbis from orthodox congregations, both from north
and south of the State.

The city of San Francisco itself has so much to offer,
much more than the cable cars and Fisherman’s
Wharf. There’s the world famous S.F. Symphony
Orchestra and the S.F. Opera which sometimes
shares its performances simultaneously with a further
30,000 in the AT&T ball park just down the street.
There are many fine museums in the equally amazing
Golden Gate Park, the De Young and the Natural
History, and only recently the Park introduced a herd
of American bison.

Situated on an elevated position in the centre of the
city is the Legion of Honour, a museum constructed
in 1923 as a memorial to the fallen of the First World
War. It houses an extraordinary collection of art,

many French Impressionists and Rodin sculptures
among other equally impressive exhibits. What
interested us particularly was the violin used by
Jascha Heifetz and which he had bequeathed to the
museum. Housed in a glass case with a button to
press and hear his playing, we were glued to that
spot for quite a while.

Adjacent to the Legion of Honour, is the San
Francisco Memorial to the Holocaust. A simple
tableau in white marble, with tablets naming every
concentration camp, we found it profoundly moving.
Because of its situation it is seen by many of the
visitors to the museum, as it should be, of course.

The “Bay Area” itself, which includes the peninsula
going down to San José, has a large Jewish
population, possibly comparable to that of the UK.
Many synagogues of course, and where else in the
world would you find a street named “Brotherhood
Way.” It is in the heart of the city and driving through
you will see places of worship for many faiths –
Greek Orthodox, Hindu, Armenian etc. and yes, there
is a synagogue – the Congregation Beth Israel.

The role of Jewish philanthropists cannot be
overstated. The “Richard & Rhoda Goldman Fund,”
in addition to contributing hundreds of millions of
dollars to causes in Israel and around the world,
recently completed a project which will greatly
enhance the life of fellow San Franciscans, both
able-bodied and disabled. They paid for part of the
beautiful coastline of the city to become accessible.
An area of rare beauty – amazing wild flowers, it was
home to many tribes of Native Americans in past
times. The place is called “Lands End.”

Perhaps the greatest contribution to the cultural life
of the city is that made by the “Iris and Gerald Cantor
Center for Visual Arts.” It is on the campus of
Stanford University; admission is free to all parts of
the museum and there are also excellent guided
tours. The Cantor Arts Center has the largest
collection of Rodin sculptures outside of Paris. It has
a garden where you can stroll around midst these
wonderful works of art, as in the Tuileries Gardens in
Paris. Interestingly, the Cantor Center recently
decided to define the age of many of the exhibits as
B.C.E. or C.E.

Finally, one day we found ourselves at the “Jelly
Belly” factory, just on the outskirts of Sacramento.
Joining a queue of tourists from all over the world,
we were treated to a tour showing how giant robots
are used in the production of these very tiny sweets.
They were such a favourite of Ronald Reagan, both
as governor of California and later as President, that
bowls of the tiny beans were always available in the
Oval Office. They have since become a global
phenomenon. As they say, “only in America.”

Ros Avnir
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NEW MEMBERS
to Woodford Liberal

Synagogue

Daniel Samuels and Anna Allsop 
(a Woodford Family)

HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY!

Isabelle Phillips
Louie Adler

Josephine Greenhalgh
Iziah Duck

Sarah Leah Samuels

Jackson Mendoza
Daniel Mendoza
Jessica Gillespie
Zarachia Hurst
Isabelle Levy

A speedy
recovery to 

Anyone who is unwell at this time 

Friendship
Club @WLS

From 2–4pm

Cost :  £3.00

Geoff & Stephanie Sacks on the birth of a

grandchild, born in August

Sunday 20th January
Programme to be advised.

Please ring:
Harriet (020 8524 4505) 

or Nicola (020 8418 9586) 
to book your place, ensuring  

we can adequately cater

Apologies to Natalia Le Notre whose name was 
omitted from the previous Bimah birthday honours.

My thanks to everyone
who supported me in my
effort to raise money for
the charity ‘Movember’ by
growing this fine ‘tache.

Amazingly I raised £250!

Josh

Condolences…
to the family and friends of

Claire Goldsmith on her

passing in December.

A date for your 2013 Diary!

BARN DANCE
SATURDAY 4TH MAY 2013

at the Murray Hall

Loughton, Essex

7.15pm til midnight

Further details will appear in the
March-April issue of BimahLite

Fish & Chips

Raffle
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